World History Puzzle
History is like a puzzle. Everything fits together in a puzzle in a
way that makes sense, but you have to understand how everything fits.
Sometimes, when we’re making the “historical puzzle” we forget to look
for the clues like we would when actually making a puzzle.
Assignment: Create a puzzle that contains the pieces listed below. The chart also helps to
explain how these ideas all connect. This assignment will be a part of every unit that you
complete this year.
Renaissance
Protestant Reformation

Age of Exploration

Scientific Revolution
Industrial Revolution
Communism

Enlightenment

Imperialism

Russian Revolution

American Revolution

World War 1

French Revolution

World War 2
Cold War

Chinese Revolution
Korean War

Civil Rights Movement (India/Gandhi)

Civil Rights Movement (USA/Dr. King)
Civil Rights Movement (S. Africa/Mandela)

Each Puzzle Piece must
have:

Description:

Where to get it:

1. Title
2. Definition

1. The word(s) that tell what the puzzle piece is about
2. A student written definition of what it was. This
should be less than 2 sentences
3. A picture that shows what the puzzle piece is about.
4. Approximately when that period was
5. One person who had a strong influence on the
development of that time period.
6. Something that person said that describes the
period or attitude of people during that time.
7. An explanation of how that time period was caused
by the one which occurred before it.

1. Assignment title
2. Notes

3. Picture
4. Dates
5. Influential Person
6. Quote by person
7. Connection

3. Internet or hand-drawn from #2
4. Internet search
5. Internet search or notes
6. Internet search
7. #1 on the notes sheet titled the same as
the puzzle piece

Need Help? https://youtu.be/iuWnE_-qwoY
18 Point Effort (C-)
*Puzzle piece is on lined paper and done
in pencil OR
*One or two elements are missing OR
*There are one or two minor inaccuracies
OR
*The puzzle piece does not connect to
other puzzle pieces

20 Point Effort (B-)
*Puzzle piece is done on blank paper and
construction paper AND
*All elements are present with only one or
two minor inaccuracies AND
*The puzzle piece connects to other pieces

25 Point Effort (A+)
*Puzzle piece is done on blank and
construction paper AND
*Puzzle piece is totally correct and missing
no elements AND
*The puzzle piece is neat and creative
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